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ABSTRACT
Influenza is an infectious disease that leads to an estimated 5 million severe illness cases and 650,000 respiratory deaths
worldwide each year. Early detection and prediction of influenza outbreaks are crucial to efficient resource planning to save
patients’ lives and healthcare costs. This paper proposes a novel data-driven methodology for influenza outbreaks detection
and prediction. The doctor’s diagnosis-based prescription dataset of Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) from more than 3,000 clinics in
Malaysia is used in this study because the prescription data are reliable and can be captured timely. A new Region Index (RI)
of the influenza outbreak is proposed based on the prescription dataset. With the newly proposed RI metric, statistical and
machine learning models are developed to detect and predict influenza outbreaks. Cross-validation is conducted to evaluate
the prediction model performance. The proposed methods are also validated by real-world evidence. It is proved to be sensitive
and accurate in influenza outbreak prediction with 80 − 90% accuracy, 70 − 80% recall, and 70 − 80% precision scores.
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Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) released the top 10 issues demanding attention in 2019, of which Infection diseases
dominate the list. Influenza is one of them1 . Influenza is a highly contagious respiratory tract infection that causes diseases
ranging from mild respiratory tract infection (RTI) to severe pneumonia and even death. Worldwide, seasonal influenza leads to
estimated up to 5 million severe illness cases and 650,000 respiratory deaths every year2 . It also causes a significant burden on
hospitalization, workplace absences, and productivity. For example, based on a study conducted at the University of Malaya
Medical Centre in Malaysia in 2009, the direct healthcare costs for each hospitalized H1N1 patient was USD 510, which was
60% higher than the year 2007’s per capita national expenditure on health of USD 3183 . Given the circumstances, people
are looking into detecting and predicting the influenza outbreaks early. This would bring tremendous value to the world’s
healthcare systems. Firstly, the early detection of influenza outbreaks is crucial to the healthcare system to enable efficient
resource planning and save healthcare costs. Secondly, early detection can potentially help save people’s lives. Thirdly, we can
control the spreading of influenza if we can predict it early.
Traditional surveillance is widely used to monitor the anomalies of influenza-like illness (ILI) cases in selected hospitals
or clinics. For example, the Malaysia Ministry of Health designs a system for monitoring influenza. One to two clinics are
selected per state as sentinel sites, to conduct both clinical-based and laboratory-based surveillance. The system is designed to
monitor influenza efficiently with low cost, to provide national trend data for ILI4 . However, traditional surveillance usually
requires weeks even months, to gather, process and release surveillance data5 . In addition, the ILI trend may not be captured
accurately due to a limited number of clinics monitored in the system.
In recent years, there were more research papers on ILI cases or influenza outbreak prediction. Many papers utilized data of
historical ILI cases from traditional surveillance or WHO reports. These data had its limitation of low geographic coverage and
small sample size. Some other papers utilized simulated data or Google search data. Google Flu Trends (GFT) was launched
in 2008 to provide influenza estimated activities using google searches6 . GFT provided near real-time estimates of seasonal
influenza activity each day and stimulated many innovative research works in influenza outbreak detection using new data
sources. In 2013, Andrea investigated the use of GARMA and developed an influenza forecast model incorporating a real-time
influenza surveillance system and GFT7 . The model provided individual medical centers with a warning of the expected number
of influenza cases. It was shown that with GFT as an external variable, the model’s forecast confidence was improved from 81%
to 83%. However, it was tested on only one medical center. Hence geographic generalizability needs to be further evaluated.

In 2015, García YE utilized Bayesian model selection and Bayesian regression to detect outbreaks for ILI using surveillance
data8 . The method was applied to both the Spanish influenza outbreaks in USA San Francisco in 1918 and the acute respiratory
illnesses (ARI) from Mexico San Luis Potosí for validation. The paper claimed to have accurate and consistent predictions.
However, the model performance evaluation was based on observation, it lacked reporting of statistical measures.
Bédubourg G compared different statistical methods for early temporal detection of outbreaks from R package surveillance
on a simulated data generated using a negative binomial model9 . Among all the models, CUSUM GLM gave the best Recall at
79.5%, but with a very low precision value at 9.9%. Periodic Neg Binomial GLM gave the best precision value at 68.4%, but
with a very low recall value at 20.7%. All the tested models could reach a balanced high score for both precision and recall,
therefore they were either insensitive to miss out on real outbreaks or over-reacting to give a massive number of false alarms.
Ali Darwish investigated the performance of three different feature spaces in different models to forecast the weekly ILI
rate in Syria using EWARS data from WHO10 . In the same year, Yuzhou Zhang combined GFT together with WHO published
data and developed a multivariate seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average model to track influenza epidemics in
Australia, China, US, and UK. Both papers showed promising results11 . However, similar to traditional surveillance conducted
by the government, WHO published data could be several months of delay.
In this paper, we use a prescription dataset from over 3000 clinics in Malaysia, which can validate the geographic
generalizability following 2013 Andrea’s concept. A regional index (RI) is proposed based on this prescription dataset to
capture the ILI trend in the regions. With RI and machine learning techniques, we propose a new data-driven methodology to
detect and predict influenza outbreaks. The proposed methodology is proved to be sensitive and accurate in influenza outbreak
prediction with 80 − 90% accuracy, 70 − 80% recall, and 70 − 80% precision scores across five regions in Malaysia.

Methods
Data
In this study, a prescription dataset from over 3000 clinics in Malaysia is used. It includes weekly patient prescription and
diagnosis details from 4 Jan 2016 to 21 July 2019. The pre-processing of prescription data is required to filter the relevant ILI
data as the raw dataset contains data from all types of illnesses. In this study, the ILI data are identified by ICD10 codes, the
international classification of diseases codes used by the WHO12 . In order to give an early alarm of the influenza outbreaks,
both confirmed cases and early symptoms are considered. Table 1 shows the ICD10 codes used to filter to ILI data from the
original prescription dataset.
Table 1. ICD10 Code and ILI Diagnosis
ICD10
J09, J10, J11
R50
R05
R06.7

J00, J30

Diagnosis
Influenza
Fever

Selected Reason
Patients diagnosed as influenza are included in the analysis to ensure specificity.
According to 2017 Julia13 , ILI is defined by WHO as “An acute respiratory illness
with a measured temperature of > 38 ◦ and cough, with onset within the past 10
Common Cough days”, where fever and cough are the two key diagnoses.
Sneezing
2015 Yang14 studied the key diagnosis associated with influenza. Fever + cough
had the best sensitivity and fever + cough + sneezing had the best specificity at
77%. Therefore, sneezing is selected to increase specificity.
Common Cold
2016 Charles15 points out that common cold and influenza normally share similar
symptoms . Influenza patient might have been diagnosed as common cold at the
beginning.

Similar to past surveillance systems, weekly data are used in this study. We aggregate the data by the clinics and count the
number of ILI prescriptions weekly. The data can be aggregated into a lower frequency, e.g., biweekly or monthly. However,
we use weekly data because it provides timely results. We can detect the weekly outbreak status and predict whether the next
coming week will be an outbreak. This provides outbreak alerts several weeks early than the official reports from traditional
surveillance methods.
Region Index
To study the regional influenza outbreak, we will introduce RI, a metric that normalizes the impact of the size and the number
of clinics at the regional level. Using the prescription data from clinics, we have the flexibility to decide the granularity of
regions by grouping the clinics based on geographic location. In this paper, we define five regions in Malaysia following the
definition used by the Malaysia Federal Department of Town and Country (Table 2)16 . Over 3000 clinics are segmented into
five regions: Central, East Coast, East Malaysia, Northern, and Southern (Figure 1).
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Table 2. Definition of the Five Regions in Malaysia16
Region
Central
East Coast
East Malaysia
Northern
Southern

States
Selangor
Kelantan, Pahang, Terengganu
Sabah, Sarawak
Kedah, Penang, Perak, Perlis
Johor, Melaka, Negeri Sembilan

Figure 1. Five Regions in Malaysia
The mathematical definition of RI is shown Equation (1). Table 3 shows an example of regional RI.
n j,r

∑ Ni, j,r
, j≥1
R j,r = i=1
n j,r
∑i=1 Si, j,r

(1)

where:
R j,r
r
Ni, j,r
n j,r
Si, j,r

is
∈
is
is
is

Si, j =

Region Index (RI) at week j of Region r
{Central, East Coast, East Malaysia, Northern, Southern} (Table 2)
number of ILI prescriptions of clinic i at week j of Region r
number of clinics at week j of Region r
average size of the clinic i at week j of Region r as defined in Equation (2)
(

J= j−1

∑J=1 Ni,J
j−1

if j > 1

Ni,1

if j = 1

(2)

Table 3. Regional Index (RI) of Prescription Data
Region
Date
Region Index
Central
Week 4 - 10 Jan 2016
1
Central Week 11 - 17 Jan 2016
1.2
Central
...
...
Central Week 15 - 21 July 2019
1.5
East Coast Week 4 - 10 Jan 2016
1
...
...
...
Southern Week 15 - 21 July 2019
1.6

Influenza Outbreaks Detection Method
RI had normalized the original ILI cases for each week and each region. Next, we will apply anomaly detection models to label
the regional outbreak on a weekly basis. From the past research papers17–19 , the 70th and 90th percentile are often used on
normalized ILI cases to identify weak and strong indications of influenza outbreaks. Applying these thresholds on the data,
RI ≥ 1.05 and RI ≥ 1.2 gives a weak and strong indication of influenza outbreaks at the 70th and 90th percentile, respectively
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(Table 4). In the example illustration plot of the Southern region, the weeks in the pink range represent a strong indication
of influenza outbreaks at above 90th percentile; the weeks in the light pink range represent a weak indication of influenza
outbreaks between 70th and 90th percentile (Figure 2).
Table 4. Weekly RIs statistics Summary
Number of Weeks %
RI Range
RI < 1.05
RI in [1.05, 1.2)
RI ≥ 1.2

Central East Coast East Malaysia Northern Southern
71%
23%
6%

71%
19%
10%

71%
21%
8%

61%
26%
14%

82%
13%
5%

Figure 2. Example: Apply 70% and 90% threshold to Southern region’s RIs
These thresholds are used in the anomaly detection model design. The majority (70%) of the RIs are below RI=1.05,
representing a normal situation. RI=1.05 will be used as the minimum requirement for a week to be labeled as an outbreak.
(Equation (10)). RI=1.2 will be applied in one of the anomaly detection models. (Equation (3)).
Anomaly Detection Models

We consider influenza outbreaks as anomalies in weekly RI value. To identify the anomalies, we use two types of statistical
methods, including five statistical models (Table 5). The type A method focuses on detecting the anomalies over the statistical
upper bound of the dataset, and the type B method identifies the abrupt growth in time-series data. The type B method
complements the type A method when the base values are low. The details of the anomaly detection models are described
below. Here we use O j,r,i as the anomaly label at week j in region r using model i. The Southern region is used as an example,
where labeled weeks are plotted in red triangles for each of the five models (Figure 3).
• Model 1: Simple Threshold
The first model is Simple Threshold. The anomaly label using Simple Threshold is given in Equation (3). RI=1.2 is
selected as the threshold to give a 90% confidence interval (Table 4). It means the labeled weeks have at least 20% more
ILI cases than the historical average.

O j,r,1 =

(

1 if R j,r ≥ 1.2
, j≥1
0 else

(3)

• Model 2: Z-score Model
In Z-score model, the anomaly label is given in Equation (4). In each region, µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation
of the RIs every half-year. p=1.3 is used for 90th percentile (Equation (5)).

O j,r,2 =

(

1 if R j,r ≥ µ + p ∗ σ
, j≥1
0 else

(4)
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Table 5. Five Statistics Models used for Anomaly Detection
Method
Explanation
A. Outliers over Statistical models which tries
Upper Bound
to identify anomalies which
have value outside of norm
band

B.
Growth

Model
1) Simple Threshold: RI >=
1.2 which is equivalent to above
90th percentile (Table 4)
2) Z-score Model: RI > 90%
Confidence Interval’s upper
bound
3) Tukey’s Model: RI > 90%
IQR upper bound
Abrupt Statistical models which tries 4) Growth Value: RI growth
to identify anomalies which value > median (positive
have abrupt growth
weekly growth value)
5) Growth Rate: RI growth rate
> 10%

Feature
Interpretable and captures all extreme High RI
Captures higher than upper
bound points using mean and
standard deviation
Captures higher than upper
bound points using quantiles
Captures abrupt growth in value

Captures abrupt growth in percentage

Pr(O j,r,2 = 1) = 1 − Zscore (p)

(5)

where:
µ
σ
p

is
is
is

the mean of the RIs for each of the half-year (26 weeks) windows
the standard deviation of the RIs for each of the half-year (26 weeks) windows
a constant. In this paper p = 1.3 is used to get 90% confidence interval by Equation (5)

• Model 3: Tukey’s Model
The anomaly label using Tukey’s Model is given in Equation (6). The confidence interval is computed using quantiles of
the RIs every half-year. Here, we take q=0.4 for 90% confidence interval (Equation (7)).
(
1 if R j,r ≥ Q75 + q × IQR
O j,r,3 =
, j≥1
(6)
0 else
normal approximation

Pr(O j,r,3 = 1) −−−−−−−−−−−−→ 1 − Zscore (0.6745 + q ∗ 1.35)

(7)

where:
Q75
IQR
q

is
is
is

75th-Percentile of the RIs of the half-year (26 weeks) windows
Inter-Quantile Range of the RIs of the half-year (26 weeks) windows
a constant. In this paper q = 0.4 is used to get 90% Confidence Interval by Equation (7)

• Model 4: Growth Value
The fourth model is using RI growth value as a measurement to identify abrupt growing RIs. The anomaly label using
growth value is given in Equation (8). It means the labeled weeks have RI growth value exceeding the median of the
positive growth values.

O j,r,4 =

(

1 if R j,r − R j−1,r ≥ median(RJ,r − RJ−1,r ) where RJ,r > RJ−1,r
0 else

(8)

• Model 5: Growth Rate
The fifth model uses RI growth rate as a measurement to identify abrupt growing RIs. The anomaly label using the
growth rate is given in Equation (9). It means the labeled weeks have RI growth rate exceeding 10%.

O j,r,5 =

(

1 if

R j,r −R j−1,r
R j−1,r

0 else

≥10%

, j>1

(9)
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(a) Model 1) Simple Threshold

(b) Model 2) Z-score Method

(d) Model 4) Growth Value

(c) Model 3) Tukey’s Method

(e) Model 5) Growth Rate

Figure 3. Outlier lables from five Statistics Models

Outbreak Labelling

The weekly outbreak labelling in each region is done in two steps, given by Equation (10) and (11) respectively. An illustration
of this labeling process is shown in Figure 4.
In the first step (Equation (10)), as long as one of the five anomaly detection models detect the anomaly, the week will be
labelled as an outbreak. Because the five models complemented each other in anomaly detection, it increases the sensitivity of
influenza outbreak detection. Note that R j,r greater than 1.05 from 70th percentile is imposed, so that the weeks labeled as
outbreaks were at least 5% more in ILI cases than historical average to avoid over-labeling.
In the second step (Equation (11)), a two-week outbreak window is proposed in this paper. This is because the development
of an infectious disease outbreak takes some time. Based on our study of the prescription historical dataset, for any region r
that starts to show a strong indication of an outbreak in week j − 1, the next week j will be considered as a continuity of the
previous outbreak. Following the empirical observation, this paper defines the start of an influenza outbreak to be a two-week
period.

I j,r =

(

m=5
O j,r,m ≥ 1
1 if R j,r ≥ 1.05 and ∑m=1
, j≥1
0 else

(10)

where:
I j,r

is

the influenza outbreak indicator at week j of Region r,
1 means outbreak, 0 means non-outbreak
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I j,r =

(

1
I j,r

if I j−1,r = 1
else

(11)

Figure 4. Influenza outbreak detection for historical data illustration

Influenza Outbreaks Prediction Method
With the labeled influenza outbreak data (Table 6), we develop an ensemble machine learning method to predict future outbreaks.
Table 6. Prescription Data with influenza outbreaks labeled
Region (r)
Date ( j)
RI (R j,r ) Influenza outbreaks (I j,r )
Central
Week 4 - 10 Jan 2016
1
0
Central Week 11 - 17 Jan 2016
1.2
1
Central
...
...
...
Central Week 15 - 21 July 2019
1.5
1
East Coast Week 4 - 10 Jan 2016
1
0
...
...
...
...
Southern Week 15 - 21 July 2019
1.6
1

Feature Generation - Focus on Prior Outbreak Pattern

In supervised learning, feature X to response Y relationship needs to be constructed to train the model using historical data.
And then, given a new X, the model can predict the corresponding Y. In this paper, response Y is the outbreak indicator of
the next week. Feature X is constructed as the RI patterns of w weeks prior. Here w is a parameter. This feature-response
construction allows the model to study patterns before an outbreak.
Assuming there are n weeks of historical data available, Table 6 can be reformatted into Table 7 for each region r. The
feature set X to response Y construction is shown in Equation (12) for historical data. In each region r, X takes the past w weeks’
RI, and Y is the influenza outbreak indicator. The same construction works to predict future outbreaks, shown in Equation (13).
Given known Xn−w+1 , i.e., the most recent w weeks’ RI from historical data, the classification model predicts unknown Yn−w+1 ,
i.e., the outbreak indicator of next week.
Note that the (X, Y) pairs are mutually independent. It has assumed the outbreak indicator of week j only depends on the RI
pattern of the week j-w to week j-1. In other words, it is the week j-w to week j-1’s RI pattern that decides whether week j is an
outbreak. That is why parameter w needs to be carefully selected. We will discuss the use of cross-validation in Section to
select the optimal value for parameter w.

(Xu ,Yu ) = ((Ru , Ru+1 , ..., Rw+u−1 ), (Iw+u )) for 1 ≤ u ≤ n − w

(12)
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Table 7. Reformat Table 6 for Each Region r
Date Week ( j)

W1 W2 W3 ... Wn−1 Wn

RI (R j,r )
R1 R2 R3 ... Rn−1 Rn
Outbreak Indicator (I j,r ) I1 I2 I3 ... In−1 In

where:
Xu
Yu

is
is

the feature constructed at week w + u, composed of RI from w weeks prior
the response at week w + u, which is the outbreak indicator

(Xn−w+1 ,Yn−w+1 ) = (Rn−w+1 , Rn−w+2 , ..., Rn ), (In+1 ))

(13)

Model Design

Response Y, the outbreak indicator, is a 1/0 binary variable, where 1 represents outbreak and 0 represents non-outbreak. This
paper uses an ensemble model with Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) (Figure 5). The
pseudocode of the ensemble model is shown in Algorithm 1.

Figure 5. Influenza outbreak prediction model architecture
SVM is selected because it fits perfectly with the paper’s problem setup. As it is widely known, SVM can be used in
supervised learning, which plots each example X as points in space. It aims to find a hyperplane to separate the points by
categories Y as wide as possible. With the hyperplane, new example X entering the space will fall to one side of the hyperplane,
therefore being predicted to belong to a category Y. Apply the same concept to the data structure defined in Part A. For features
constructed using historical data as described in Equation (12), each example X is a point in space. SVM aims to find a
hyperplane to separate Y=1 outbreaks from Y=0 non-outbreaks as wide as possible. With the hyperplane, Equation (13) new X
(X is the last W weeks RI) entering the space will be categorized to be either Y=1 or Y=0 (Y is the prediction for next week’s
outbreak indicator).
SVM might fail to separate outbreak cases from non-outbreak cases if the pattern for Y is not so distinct. This would lead
to many false negative predictions by SVM and therefore missing out on capturing outbreaks correctly. To capture outbreaks as
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Algorithm 1 Ensemble Machine Learning Model for Influenza Outbreak Prediction
Input: (Xu , r,Yu , r) for u of 1 ≤ u ≤ n − w; and Xn−w+1,r in region r denoted as Xr′ ;
Output: Prediction of outbreak indicator Yr′ ;
1: for all r ∈ Regions do
2:
Xtrain ← Union(Xtrain , Xr )
3: Train SVM using Xtrain denoted as SV Mtrained
4: Train GNB using Xtrain denoted as GNBtrained
5: for all r ∈ Regions do
′
′
6:
YSV
M,r ← SV Mtrained (Xr )
′
7:
YGNB,r ← GNBtrained (Xr′ )
′
′
8:
Yr′ ← Or(YSV
M,r ,YGNB,r )
9: return Yr′ for all r ∈ Regions

much as possible, i.e., increasing model recall score, this paper complements SVM with one more classification model, the
GNB.
Inspired from García YE’s work in 20158 , by assuming RI follow Gaussian distribution, GNB can be applied. It follows
Bayes theorem to predict using conditional probability function. GNB is selected to capture outbreaks that SVM might miss
out from a different angle.
Model Evaluation and Parameter Tuning using Cross-Validation

To determine parameter w and SVM kernel and evaluate the stability and trustworthiness of prediction results, a cross-validation
process is designed in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Cross-Validation Process
Input: (X,Y );
Output: Recall, Precision, Accuracy for Cross Validation;
1: for i = 0 to 100 do
2:
for all r ∈ Regions do
3:
(Xi,r,train ,Yi,r,train ), (Xi,r,test , ,Yi,r,test ) ← split(Xr ,Yr ) {randomly select 70% of (Xr ,Yr ) to be train, the remaining 30%
to be test}
4:
(Xi,train ,Yi,train ) ← Union((Xi,train ,Yi,train ), (Xi,r,train ,Yi,r,train ))
5:
Train SVM using training data (Xi,train ,Yi,train ), as SV Mtrained
6:
Train GNB using training data (Xi,train ,Yi,train ), as GNBtrained
7:
for all r ∈ Regions do
′
8:
Yi,r,SV
M ← SV Mtrained (Xi,r,test )
′
9:
Yi,r,GNB
← GNBtrained (Xi,r,test )
′
′
′
10:
Yi,r ← Or(Yi,SV
M,r ,Yi,GNB,r )
′ )
11:
recalli,r ← Recall(Yi,r,test ,Yi,r
′ )
12:
precisioni,r ← Precision(Yi,r,test ,Yi,r
′
13:
accuracyi,r ← Accuracy(Yi,r,test ,Yi,r )
14: µ(recallr ) ← mean(recalli,r )
15: σ (recallr ) ← stdev(recalli,r )
16: µ(precisionr ) ← mean(precisioni,r )
17: σ (precisionr ) ← stdev(precisioni,r )
18: µ(accuracyr ) ← mean(accuracyi,r )
19: σ (accuracyr ) ← stdev(accuracyi,r )
20: return µ(recallr ), σ (recallr ), µ(precisionr ), σ (precisionr ), µ(accuracyr ), σ (accuracyr )
Three evaluation metrics are selected to be reported for model performance evaluation in this paper.
1. Recall as the primary metrics aiming to find all real outbreaks
Recall measures how sensitive the model is in reporting actual outbreaks, i.e., how many real outbreaks are being
predicted correctly by the model. The main purpose of the project is to detect potential outbreaks early and not miss
any actual outbreaks. The historical data is imbalanced in outbreak indicator labeling, and there are much more 0s
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(non-outbreak weeks) than 1s (outbreak weeks). Therefore, the recall score is the optimal option to evaluate how sensitive
the model is in identifying real outbreaks. It is used in the cross-validation process for parameter tuning as well to
increase model sensitivity.
2. Precision to ensure predicted outbreaks are real outbreaks
Precision measures how precise the model is in reporting outbreaks, i.e., for all the weeks predicted as an outbreak by the
model, how many are real outbreaks. It is reported together with Recall during cross-validation to avoid over-labeling of
the outbreaks. It is also reported as the confidence level of the prediction result, indicating the probability of the predicted
outbreak being a real outbreak.
3. Accuracy for reference
Accuracy is the most intuitive performance measure. Due to the nature of imbalanced data, accuracy is quite high in
general. Therefore, it is reported just for reference.

Results
Result for Influenza Outbreaks Detection Method
We validate the outbreak labeling results by comparing the labels against GFT. GFT data is selected for comparison due to three
reasons. Firstly, earlier research had proven GFT’s usage in outbreak detection6 . Secondly, government official reports are
usually only for large-scale influenza outbreaks, for example, seasonal influenza outbreaks or any pandemic caused by new
or unknown viruses. Besides pandemic, our paper also detects small-scale outbreaks at the early stage, which would not be
reported by the government. GFT, which uses search results, could serve a similar purpose as our paper. Thirdly, GFT can
specify search terms and geographic granularity to align with our model. We can use ILI relevant search terms and choose the
same cities from GFT to provide the closest comparison with our model result.
Figure 6 shows an example of the comparison using the Southern region. As defined in Table 2, the region is composed of
three cities: Johor, Melaka, and Negeri Sembilan. The upper graph shows the Southern region’s influenza outbreak labeled
using the approach proposed in this section (red color indicates outbreaks). The lower graph shows the GFT search index of ILI
relevant terms for the same region. From this comparison, GFT shows a similar outbreak period as our model. Our detection
model is further supported by GFT to give good outbreak labeling.
From Figure 6, we highlighted three localized outbreaks where GFT shows spikes in the search index. We compared the
time our paper gives the signal with that of GFT for each outbreak, as summarized in Table 8. From the comparison, our
method could detect the same outbreak in the same week or earlier than GFT.
Table 8. First Spike Date Comparison of This Paper’s Outbreak Labelling vs. GFT for the Southern Region
Outbreak
ID
1
2

Our Paper

GFT

Conclusion

Week 30 Jan 2017
Week 15 Jan 2018

Week 12 March 2017
Week 14 Jan 2018

3

Week 10 Jun 2019

Week 7 July 2019

Our paper detects earlier than GFT
Our paper detects at the same week as
GFT
Our paper detects earlier than GFT

Result for Influenza Outbreaks Prediction Method
In this study, using the historical data from 4 Jan 2016 to 21 Jul 2019, we may predict whether next week 22 to 28 Jul 2019 is
an outbreak for each of the five regions in Malaysia (Table 2).
Firstly, we use Algorithm 2 to select the best parameter. The cross-validation result of recall score is shown in Table 9. SVM
kernel = rb f and w = 3 are selected as the best parameter, as it gives the highest recall score. Table 10 reports the precision
and accuracy scores on top of the recall scores for the selected best parameter. For all regions, there is high recall and precision
scores and low standard deviation. The model is proved to be sensitive, accurate, and robust in predicting influenza outbreaks.
Next, we apply these selected best parameters to Algorithm 1. The model predicts that East Malaysia will not be in an
influenza outbreak next week, and all rest of the regions will be in an influenza outbreak next week (Table 11).
The performance of the proposed influenza outbreaks prediction model is summarized below.
• from cross-validation, the model is proven to be reliable and stable, with 70 to 80% of recall, 70 to 80% of precision and
80 to 90% of accuracy scores for most regions, and small variation in each runs (Table 10).
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Figure 6. Outbreak labelling result vs GFT for the Southern region
• the model is sensitive to capture the real outbreaks, where 68 to 77% of the real outbreaks can be predicted as outbreak
correctly by the model across the five regions (Table 10. Recall).
• the model predicted that for next week 22 to 28 Jul 2019, East Malaysia would not be in an influenza outbreak. There is
60% of probability East Coast will be an outbreak; 70% of probability Northern will be an outbreak; 75% of probability
Southern will be an outbreak; 76% of probability Central will be an outbreak. (Table 10, Table 11).
Table 9. Cross-Validation Result on Historical data 4 Jan 2016 to 21 Jul 2019
Parameters
Kernel w

Recall score: mean(standard deviation)
Central

East Coast East Malaysia

Northern

Southern

poly
poly
poly
poly
poly

2
3
4
5
6

0.59 (0.10)
0.61 (0.11)
0.62 (0.11)
0.59 (0.11)
0.58 (0.12)

0.71 (0.10)
0.75 (0.11)
0.76 (0.09)
0.71 (0.10)
0.68 (0.11)

0.70 (0.11)
0.75 (0.09)
0.75 (0.10)
0.73 (0.12)
0.74 (0.11)

0.67 (0.08)
0.68 (0.08)
0.66 (0.09)
0.62 (0.09)
0.61 (0.09)

0.66 (0.12)
0.67 (0.12)
0.67 (0.11)
0.66 (0.12)
0.65 (0.12)

rbf
rbf
rbf
rbf
rbf

2
3
4
5
6

0.69 (0.10)
0.68 (0.12)
0.69 (0.09)
0.69 (0.10)
0.68 (0.11)

0.76 (0.09)
0.75 (0.11)
0.76 (0.09)
0.75 (0.10)
0.74 (0.11)

0.73 (0.10)
0.77 (0.09)
0.73 (0.10)
0.76 (0.10)
0.75 (0.10)

0.73 (0.09)
0.73 (0.08)
0.71 (0.09)
0.71 (0.09)
0.69 (0.09)

0.70 (0.13)
0.71 (0.13)
0.69 (0.12)
0.67 (0.13)
0.66 (0.12)

To further validate the prediction model performance, we also compared the prediction result with real-world evidence.
The Strait Times reported in July that ILI cases soar in Negri Sembilan20 , which is a city in the Southern region (Table 2). It
is aligned with the model prediction result, as specified in Table 11.
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Table 10. Cross-Validation Result on Historical Data 4 Jan 2016 to 21 Jul 2019 with Optimal Parameter: Kernel = rbf, w=3
Central

East Coast East Malaysia

Recall 0.68 (0.12) 0.75 (0.11)
Precision 0.76 (0.10) 0.60 (0.10)
Accuracy 0.83 (0.05) 0.79 (0.05)

0.77 (0.09)
0.75 (0.09)
0.85 (0.04)

Northern

Southern

0.73 (0.08) 0.71 (0.13)
0.70 (0.09) 0.75 (0.14)
0.77 (0.05) 0.89 (0.03)

Table 11. Predicted Influenza Outbreaks for Next Week 22 to 28 Jul 2019 with Optimal Parameter: Kernel = rbf, w=3
1 represents outbreak, 0 represents non-outbreak
Central East Coast East Malaysia Northern Southern
Predicted

1

1

0

1

1

From Google Trend data (Figure 7)21 , in week 22 to 28 Jul 2019, we can see that for Malaysia overall, there is a distinct
spike in search of ’Influenza’, which is consistent with the prediction result from our model (Table 11). And more specifically
at the region level,
• Northern, Southern, and Central regions have the top GFT Index indicating high influenza searches, which is consistent
with the model result that these regions will have an outbreak with >= 70% probability (Table 10, Table 11).
• East coast has a lower GFT index indicating lower influenza searches, which is consistent with the model result that it
will have an outbreak with a lower probability of 60% (Table 10, Table 11).
• East Malaysia has the lowest GFT index with the least likelihood of an outbreak, which is consistent with the model
result showing 0, no outbreak (Table 11).

Figure 7. Google Flu Trend Result (week 22 – 28 Jul 2019)

Discussion
This paper proposes a data-driven methodology using prescription dataset from over 3000 clinics to effectively detect and
predict influenza outbreaks. In a typical outbreak life-cycle as plotted in Figure 8, there are three types of datasets that can be
used for the influenza outbreak study: Google trend dataset, prescription dataset and official reports.
Prescription data stands out because of the following reasons. First, it monitors ILI cases based on licensed doctor diagnoses,
which is usually more reliable compared to Google Trend search-based data. Secondly, prescription data provide earlier
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detection insights of influenza outbreaks compared to the official reports. Andrea validated that prescription data from one
medical center works well for the influenza case forecast7 . In this study, we use a prescription data from over 3000 clinics,
covering half of clinics in Malaysia22 . We can extend Andrea’s work to address geographic generalizability.
A new measurement metrics of influenza outbreaks, i.e., RI, is proposed in this paper. RI compares the number of
prescriptions at the current week with the historical weekly average in the region. Unlike previous papers11, 17, 19 , which simply
use the total number of prescriptions from all hospitals or clinics, RI uses the average size of individual clinics and handles
cases when new clinics are added into or removed from the dataset during the sample period. In statistics terms, RI eliminates
the biases of different clinic sizes and a varying number of clinics. It gives a good indication of whether the current week shows
an anomaly of ILI prescription in the region.
We design an influenza outbreak detection method based on RI using statistical outlier detection models and validate the
method with GFT results. In the real-world scenario, the sensitivity of the outbreak detection model is crucial because we try to
detect as many as possible outbreaks. To improve the outbreak detection methods’ sensitivity, we introduce five complemented
statistical models in this paper. These models are used to label the weekly regional outbreaks to train the prediction model.
The paper emphasizes the study of RI patterns before an outbreak and develops a machine learning model to predict future
outbreaks. There are usually two types of methodologies when detecting outbreaks, i.e., regression models and classification
models. Regression models focus on seasonal or periodical outbreaks and better fit long-term predictions. In contrast,
classification models capture dynamic patterns and better fit short-term predictions. In this paper, we decide to use classification
models because Malaysia, located in South East Asia, does not have distinctive seasons; therefore, there are no clear seasonal
trends for ILI cases4 . Moreover, we can give early alerts using classification models by learning the patterns right before the
outbreaks.
Cross-Validation of the model is applied to evaluate the performance. With 80 − 90% accuracy, 70 − 80% recall, and
70 − 80% precision scores, the methodology is proved to be sensitive and accurate in predicting influenza outbreaks. Compared
to previous similar research works, the proposed methodology is more reliable, effective, and scalable in influenza outbreak
detection and prediction.
In the future, the proposed methodology introduced in this paper can be easily adapted to other diseases that prescription
data covers, such as hand foot mouth disease, dengue, and COVID-19, etc. Moreover, the methodology, currently predicting at
the region level, can be extended easily to the city level, or any granularity by grouping clinics based on geographic location.
Besides the short-term prediction results presented in this paper, the methodology can be extended for long-term outbreak
prediction by restructuring the data and incorporate other machine learning models. In addition, we can apply more complex
nonlinear models like LSTM or other Neural Networks to the data set to see if we can have better prediction accuracy.
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Figures

Figure 1
Five Regions in Malaysia Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this
map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning
the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 2
Example: Apply 70% and 90% threshold to Southern region’s RIs

Figure 3
Outlier lables from ve Statistics Models

Figure 4
In uenza outbreak detection for historical data illustration

Figure 5
In uenza outbreak prediction model architecture

Figure 6
Outbreak labelling result vs GFT for the Southern region

Figure 7
Google Flu Trend Result (week 22 – 28 Jul 2019) Note: The designations employed and the presentation
of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of
Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or
concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.
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